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INTRODUCTION TO THE CENTRE OF ASIAN STUDIES

The aims and functions of the Centre of Asian Studies are to provide a focal point for the University of Hong Kong in the fields of Contemporary and Traditional Chinese Studies, Hong Kong Studies and East and South-east Asian Studies. The Centre is therefore designed to provide research assistance to Hong Kong and overseas scholars in these fields; administrative facilities for research, seminars and conferences relating to these aspects of Asian Studies; a forum for postgraduate students to participate in multi-disciplinary and other seminars; publishing facilities for the Journal of Oriental Studies and the results of research in Asian Studies; and the promotion of East and South-east Asian Studies.

The Centre of Asian Studies is an integral part of the University of Hong Kong. Management of the Centre is the responsibility of a Committee of the University Senate. Basic support is provided from the University's budget, through funding of staff positions, maintenance of the Centre's Library, other collections and equipment, and the provision of offices and other services. Additional funds for specific projects and activities are received from various foundations and private sources while 'contract operations', directly financed, are also undertaken.

Acknowledgements for major grants for Centre activities beyond the scope provided by the University budget for the academic year 1982-84 are made to:

The Hang Seng Bank
The Harvard-Yenching Institute
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
The Japan Institute of Labour
The Lee Foundation
The Lee Hysan Foundation

Several multinational corporations operating in Hong Kong and Hong Kong industrial concerns have assisted with finance and co-operation on business-oriented projects, and fees for contract research and seminars have provided further financial assistance to research activities.

The Centre is, therefore, a facility for the use of (i) members of the University concerned with Asian Studies, (ii) members of the Hong Kong community undertaking university-level research in relevant topics, and (iii) scholars who are visiting the Centre of Asian Studies. Formal affiliation of those using the Centre is granted by the Committee of Management under various designations approved by the University Senate.
THE COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

The Centre of Asian Studies Committee of Management determines and keeps under review the programmes and activities of the Centre. As a committee of the University's Senate, it advises and reports annually to the Senate on all matters regarding the Centre.

Members of the Committee for 1982-83 were Dr. R.L. Huang (Vice-Chancellor), Professor P.G. Willoughby (Law), Professor B. Lofts (Pro-Vice-Chancellor), Professor P.P. Lisowski (Anthropology), Dr. E.K.Y. Chen (Director of the Centre), Dr. L.Y. Chiu (Chinese), Dr. Y.C. Jao (Economics), Dr. C.K. Leung (Geography and Geology), Dr. C.M. Turnbull (History), and Dr. S.L. Wong (Sociology).

Members of the Committee for 1983-84 were Dr. R.L. Huang (Vice-Chancellor), Professor F.C.T. Moore (Philosophy), Professor B. Lofts (Pro-Vice-Chancellor), Professor R.W.Y. Kwok (Urban Studies and Urban Planning), Dr. E.K.Y. Chen (Director of the Centre), Dr. L.Y. Chiu (Chinese), Dr. Y.C. Jao (Economics), Dr. C.K. Leung (Geography and Geology), Dr. S.L. Wong (Sociology) and Dr. L.R. Wright (History).

STAFF

The permanent staff of the Centre comprises a full-time Director, one Senior Research Fellow, three Research Officers, one Assistant Research Officer, one Administrative Assistant and nine secretarial/clerical staff. In addition to conducting independent research within the Centre's prescribed fields of interest, the Centre's permanent staff work in support of and in cooperation with 'Centre Fellows'.

The research staff at the Centre and their project titles for 1982-84 are as follows:

Director: Edward K.Y. Chen, "Asia's Newly Industrialising Countries Revisited"
Senior Research Fellow: Frank H.H. King, "History of the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation"

Assistant Research Officer: Patrick M.C. Fung, "Economic Growth Experience of Hong Kong and Singapore" (until May 1983)
Teresa Y.C. Wong, "The Sources of Growth in Hong Kong Manufacturing, 1973-78" (from July 1983)

Temporary staff are employed in connection with research activities and are usually financed from the related research grant.

Temporary Research Staff and their projects during 1982-84 were:
Mary-Elizabeth Campbell (Female Expatriate Adjustment in Hong Kong)
Carolyn Duncan (Female Expatriate Adjustment in Hong Kong)
David J.S. King (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank History)
Catherine K. King (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank History)
Lei Tak Chiu (Hong Kong and Macau Genealogical Collection)
Ma Chor-Kin (Hong Kong and Macau Genealogical Collection)
Elizabeth Ng Wai-yee (Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank History)
Gabriele Rassaerts (Female Expatriate Adjustment in Hong Kong)
Judith A. Simont (Female Expatriate Adjustment in Hong Kong)
Siu Kwok-kin (Hong Kong and Macau Genealogical Collection)
Siu Kwok-kwan (Hong Kong and Macau Genealogical Collection)
Sung Chiu Wan (Hong Kong and Macau Genealogical Collection)
Tsang Yat-man (Hong Kong and Macau Genealogical Collection)
Cecilia Tam Yeung (Personality Formation in Chinese Culture)
Yung Ching-ho (Economic development and leadership instability in China)

CENTRE FELLOWS

Centre Fellows are staff members of the University who have declared their intention to undertake their research as 'Centre Fellows', and who have been so approved by the Centre's Committee of Management. Some Centre Fellows' projects may be supported by Centre funds; for larger projects the Director will advise researchers on how to obtain outside funding.

Research grants of Centre Fellows are administered by the Centre, and Centre Fellows are provided research facilities, limited office space and secretarial services.

There were 39 Centre Fellows in the period 1982-84. Their names and projects are listed below.
1. Dr. Alan Birch (History) The HK Government's Role in the economic and social development of the economy, 1945-80
2. Dr. H.O. Brown (Education) A Study of the Thought, Life and Influence of Tao Xingzhi
3. Dr. J.P. Burns (Political Science) The Impact of Economic Development upon Commune Organisation in China
4. Mr. T.W. Casey (Extra-mural Studies) The Effects of Culture on Managerial Behaviour
5. Mrs. Miki Chan (English Studies) The Influence of English on Cantonese in Hong Kong
6. Dr. K.S. Chern (History) The United States and East Asia since the Vietnam War
7. Mr. Frank K. Chin (Chinese) Regionalism in Early Mediaeval China (286 B.C. - 589 A.D.): Patterns, Changes and their Influence upon Politics
8. Dr. L.Y. Chiu (Chinese) Bitter Smile
10. Mr. Chuang Shen (Fine Arts) Chinese Temples in Hong Kong; Shewwan Pottery
11. Dr. S.C. Fan (Statistics) A Comparative Study of price movements in Hong Kong and Singapore; Demographic Analysis of the Hong Kong Population
12. Dr. R.D. Hill (Geography) Bilingual Index to Revue Indochinois; Studies in the Agriculture of Southeast Asia
13. Dr. David Y.F. Ho (Psychology) The Study of personality formation and social processes in the context of Chinese culture through the application of psychological research techniques
14. Prof. P. Hodge (Social Work) Social Policy in the ASEAN Countries
15. Dr. Linda Koo (Community Medicine) Cultural, Environmental, and Familial Background of Female Lung Cancer Patients in Hong Kong
16. Mrs. Helen Kwok (English Studies) The Influence of English on Cantonese in Hong Kong
17. Dr. Lee Ngok (History) The Chinese Military in the last two decades
18. Dr. C.K. Leung (Geography) Tsuen Wan: A Study of New Town Development in Hong Kong; Chinese Railway Transport
19. Ms. W.T. Leung (Geography) Tsuen Wan: A Study of New Town Development in Hong Kong
20. Mr. David A. Levin (Sociology) A Comparative Study of Industrial Relations in Asia
21. Mr. T.W. Lin (Chinese) An Analysis of the Inhabitants and Their Activities in the Early History of Hong Kong (618-1842): The Historical and Cultural relationship between Nantou City and Hong Kong
22. Mr. C.C. Liu (Estates) The History of the New Music Movement in China
23. Dr. A.C.Y. Lui (History) Institutional and Social History of Canton, 1905-1925
24. Dr. Michael Luk (History) Trends of political thought in China, 1927-49, with special reference to the university intelligentsia and the minor political parties and associations
25. Mr. A.R. Marsh (Education) The Development of population and birth control education, both in Hong Kong and in the S.E. Asian/ West Pacific region
26. Dr. Mildred McCoy (Psychology) Psychological Aspects of Female Expatriate Adjustment in Hong Kong
27. Dr. N.J. Miners (Political Science) Administration of Hong Kong in the pre-War period, 1912-1940
28. Dr. V. Ooi (English Studies) Aesthetics of the films of King Hu

a. ceased to be Centre Fellow in December 1983
b. ceased to be Centre Fellow in August 1982
c. ceased to be Centre Fellow in February 1984
d. ceased to be Centre Fellow in December 1983
e. ceased to be Centre Fellow in June 1983
29. Mr. Michael D. Pendleton (Law)
The legal aspects of technology transfer in some East and Southeast Asian countries

30. Dr. R. Quested (History)
The Russians in Manchuria 1895-1917

31. Prof. S.G. Redding (Management Studies)
Chinese Business Organisation in Southeast Asia

32. Mr. R.A. Rydings (University Library)
Union catalogue of Hong Kong materials; Sessional Papers Index

33. Dr. Victor Sit (Geography)
Tuen Wan: A Study of New Town Development; Comparative Urban Studies of the Asian Pacific Region

34. Dr. C.M. Turnbull (History)
A Study of the Career of Sir Cecil Clementi; MacDonald and Commonwealth Development

35. Mr. Barry Will (Architecture)
Southeast Asian low cost housing study

36. Dr. Wong Siu Lun (Sociology)
Hong Kong Textile Industrialists; Higher Education and youth in Hong Kong

37. Mr. Young Kwok Hung (University Library)
Hong Kong Newspapers: International Holdings, Directory and Bibliography

38. Dr. John D. Young (Extra-mural Studies)
Sir Robert Ho Tung (1862-1956) and the Rise of Modern China

39. Dr. W.Y. Yu (Physics)
Science, technology and development in Asia and the Pacific

f. ceased to be Centre Fellow in June 1983

AFFILIATED MEMBERS/HONORARY APPOINTMENTS

In addition to research undertaken by Centre Staff and Centre Fellows, the Centre sponsors research of qualified members of the Hong Kong community and, where funds are provided, administers their projects to the same extent as for staff members of the University.

The Honorary Research Fellows based in Hong Kong for 1982-84 and their fields of interest are listed below:

Leo Goodstadt, "Hong Kong and PRC Economy"
James Hayes, "Guangdong Archival Collection"
Marjorie Topley, "Hong Kong Anthropology"

VISITORS

The Centre of Asian Studies welcomes academic visitors who wish, during their professional visit to Hong Kong, to have an operating base or, perhaps, simply a convenient address. For temporary visits not involving a significant use of Centre resources, formalities are minimal and the scholar is merely designated "Visiting Scholar".

Those wishing more formal association with the University should apply in advance, stating the details of their project and requirements — both for research and for formal association — for the consideration of the Committee of Management and the Senate. Visitors can be designated "Research Associates" or "Honorary Research Fellows". In 1982-83, the CAS had a Visiting Professor, who was Acting Director for four months, from September to December, 1982.

Visitors and affiliated overseas scholars and their research projects during 1982-84 were:

Visiting Professor:
Daniel W.Y. Kwok (University of Hawai‘i, Manoa), "Modern Chinese Populism and the Intellectual History of Modern China"
Honorary Research Fellows:

T. Aashida (Waseda University), "Ming Dynasty long novels and modern novels reflecting the northern and southern"
M.W. McCoy (University of Cincinnati), "Psychological Adjustment of Expatriate Wives in Hong Kong"
W.A. Reynolds (University of East Asia), "Organisational Structure and Adaptation of Technology in Factories in China"
H.A. Rydings, "Index to Hong Kong Sessional Papers"
Herman Schubnell (University of Giessen), "Demography of East and South-east Asia"
Peter Van Ness (University of Denver), "Taiwan's Export Processing Zones and the relevance of their experience to the PRC Special Economic Zones"

Research Associates:

Robert S. Bauer, "A Study of Synchronic Sound Change in Hong Kong Cantonese"
Clare Hollingworth, "Growth of the CCP and Sino-Soviet Relations until the death of Mao"
Edwin P.W. Leung (Seton Hall University), "The American-trained Chinese Elites — their contribution to China's modernization"
Fredrike M. Scollard, "Thermo-Luminescent dating of Shekwan Pottery"
Betty P.T. Wei, "History of Shanghai"
Hiromi Yamanoto (Japan Institute of Developing Economies), "China's Resource-Allocation System in the economic plan"

Visiting Scholars:

Visiting Scholars granted office facilities during the year 1982-84 are:

Giselle Bouquet (University of California, Berkeley), "A network analysis of the Vietnamese Refugee Community in Hong Kong's Refugee Camps"
Gopal Das Chaudhuri (Jawaharlal Nehru University), "China and non-alignment"
Frank Ching (Asian Wall Street Journal), "The Ching Clan: 900 years in the life of China"
Rebecca Chiuk Lai-Har (Australian National University), "Socio-spatial Patterns in the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone"
K.K. Fung (Memphis State University), "Regional Comparative Advantage in Chinese Economic Development"
Ian Kelly (Tasmanian College of Advanced Education), "Geographical Factors and Implications of the Hong Kong China Relationship"
James K.S. Kang (University of Queensland), "The Struggle for a Community Hospital: the case of Eastern District, Hong Kong"
Elaine Kurtzenbach (Watson Foundation Scholar), "Economic Development in the primary sector in China"
David R. Phillips (Exeter University), "Social Service Provision in the New Towns of Hong Kong"
K. Shimizu (International Christian University), "University education in Republican China"
Alan Smart (University of Toronto), "The social effects of squatter relocation in Hong Kong"
Josephine Smart (University of Toronto), "A study of the street hawking economy in Hong Kong"
Daniel W.C. So (University of Hawaii, Manoa), "Educational Language Policy in Hong Kong"
Emily Oue (Edinburgh University), "Housing in Hong Kong"

Visitors are expected to participate in relevant Centre activities and are asked to make their expertise available through informal discussions or otherwise with members of the University and senior students.

STUDENTSHIP

Under this programme the Centre receives applications from postgraduate students studying for higher degrees at the University of Hong Kong in fields pertaining to the Centre's prescribed areas of interest. The studentship is awarded to a meritorious candidate, who receives a monthly stipend, and who is enabled to undertake his studies in the Centre, and undertake a certain amount of teaching or work in lieu thereof. The studentship holder's degree work is undertaken as usual in a Department and approved by the Faculty, but supervision by a Centre Fellow and activities within the Centre are arranged. This award is normally made only to residents of Hong Kong.

For the academic year 1982-84, the studentship was awarded to an M.Phil. candidate from the Department of Sociology:

Mr. Robert Chung Ting-yiu, "Rural Development in the New Territories, Hong Kong"

RESEARCH

The Centre's current research projects as undertaken by its Research staff, Centre Fellows, Studentship holder and visitors have already been listed.

The Centre does some research on a contract basis. For instance the history of the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank is being conducted under agreement with the said Bank, and the collection of Clan Genealogies in
Hong Kong and Macau under agreement with the Genealogical Society of Utah. Research on business-related projects are sometimes sponsored by Hong Kong and multinational companies.

In the past, the Centre has also acted as a research base for activities of research groups from overseas. In such cases, the visiting group states its requirements and a formal agreement is drawn up by which the University receives the funds from the sponsoring organisation and administers them, employing the necessary support staff (research assistants, translators, clerks) who become members of the Centre staff for the duration of the project. Members of the visiting team are associated with the Centre in the usual way.

The Centre is also a founding member of the East Asian Economic Association (EAEA), and acts as the Secretariat for this Association. In addition, the Centre maintains contact with the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), Association of Development Research and Training Institutes of Asia and the Pacific (ADIPA), and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Regional research activities have been conducted in cooperation with these organisations in the past, and possibilities for future projects are being considered.

**SEMINAR PROGRAMMES**

The four seminar programmes continued activity during 1982-84. The seminar programmes are essential to the primary function of the Centre as an inter-disciplinary unit bringing together the staff and post-graduate students of the University. They aim to provide the necessary means to encourage group research; to attract an increasing number of scholars to Centre activities; to form a valuable link with the teaching function by enriching the courses offered; and to provide a continuing focus of interest for Centre Fellows. The four programmes are each headed by a Chairman as follows:

- **Contemporary Chinese Studies (Chairman: Dr. C.K. Leung, Department of Geography and Geology)**
- **Traditional Chinese Studies (Chairman: Dr. L.Y. Chiu, Department of Chinese)**
- **Southeast Asian Studies (Chairman: Dr. L.R. Wright, Department of History)**
- **Hong Kong Studies (Chairman: Dr. Y.C. Jao, Department of Economics)**

The activities of the seminar programmes are conducted through seminars, workshops, and lectures by participants and visitors. These activities are also meant to augment the Masters' programmes in the University. In 1982-84 several lectures were given by well-known authorities. Seminar series and workshops were also organized on specific topics in the academic year 1982-84. Activities of the various programmes of the year are summarised as follows:

**Contemporary Chinese Studies Seminar Programme**

"Changes in Shenzhen Town - a socio-spatial perspective" by Ms. L.H. Rebecca Chiu, The Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University, Canberra.

"Hong Kong and China: a political geographic approach" by Prof. Ian Kelly, School of General Studies, Tasmanian College of Advanced Education (jointly with the HK Studies Programme).

"Legal Education in the People's Republic of China" by Prof. Wang Tieya, International Law, Beijing University.

"Defending the Chinese Currency: role of the Hong Kong Bank, 1919-41" by Prof. F.H.K. King, Centre of the Asian Studies, HKU.

"Evolution of the Lop Nor Desert Lop Nor" by Prof. Zhao Songchiao, Physical and Geography Department, Geography Institute, Academia Sinica, Beijing and Department of Geography & Geology, HKU.

"The Zhuhai and Shenzhen Special Economic Zones: similarities and contrasts" by Dr. K.K. Shum & Dr. L. Sigel, Department of History, University of New South Wales, Australia.

"Hong Kong as an economic model for the great cities of China" by Prof. A. Donnithorne, Department of Economics, The Australian National University (jointly with the HK Studies Programme).

"Chinese views on the concept and nature of international law" by Prof. Zhao Lihai, Professor of International Law, Beijing University & Visiting Professor, School of Law, HKU.
"Agriculture and water conservancy of the North China Plain: problems and research strategies for solution" by Prof. Huang Pingwei, Institute of Geography, Academia Sinica, Beijing and President, Geographical Association, China (jointly with the Dept. of Geography & Geology, HKU.)

"A review of some technical/managerial problems in Chinese industry" by Prof. W.A. Reynolds, Honorary Research Fellow, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

"Chinese economic reform from a Soviet perspective" by Prof. Morris Bornstein, University of Michigan.

"The democratic movement and the reform tendency in post-Mao politics" by Dr. John Pincher, Far Eastern History Department, The Australian National University.

"Mao and Maoism in the Indian Perspective" by Ms. Meera Sinha Bhattacharaya, Department of Chinese and Japanese Studies, Delhi University.

"On the Concept of the Sino-Indic Cultural Zone" by Dr. Tan Chung, Professor of Chinese, School of Languages, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

"Chinese Foreign Policy: the China-USSR-USA relationship" by Professor V.P. Dutt, Department of Chinese and Japanese Studies, Delhi University.

"The three lines in Chinese foreign relations, 1950-82" by Prof. Peter Van Ness, The Graduate School of International Studies, University of Denver, Colorado.

"China and Southeast Asia" by Prof. Xue Mouhong, Department of International Politics, Peking University and the Graduate School of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences; Senior Research Fellow of the Institute of International Studies; Chief Editor of the Journal of International Studies (jointly with the Southeast Asian Studies Seminar Programme)

During February 1984, the Contemporary China Studies group held a research workshop entitled "Perspectives on China's Modernization: variations on a theme." This workshop was convened by Dr. J.D. Young, Staff Tutor, Department of Extra Mural Studies, University of Hong Kong and Visiting Lecturer, Department of History, University of Melbourne, Australia.

"Western Missionaries and the Origins of the Self-Strengthening Movement" by Lee Chee-kong, Department of History, Hong Kong Lutheran College.

"Debate on Model of Economic Modernization in Late Ch'ing China" by Lai Chi-kong, History Department, New Asia Research Institute.

"Sociological Perspectives on China's Modernization: A Case Study of Tsai Wen-hui" by Chan Kin-keung, Department of Sociology, Lingnan College.

"Ambrose King's Modernization Theory on China" by Weng Yiu-chung, Department of Sociology, Shue Yan College.

"Sun Yat-sen and Hong Kong, 1887-1897: the development of early theories on China's modernization" by John D. Young, Extra Mural Studies, HKU and Department of History, University of Melbourne.

"Rural Industrialization in the South China Silk District in the Early 20th Century" by Alvin So, Department of Sociology, HKU.

"The Genesis of Mao Tse-tung's 'Revolutionary Modernization'" by Cheng Wah-ken, Department of History, HKU.

"Reappraisals of the Comparative Theories on Modernization in late Ch'ing China and Meiji Japan" by Terence T.T. Pang, Department of History, HKU.

Traditional Chinese Studies Seminar Programme

民初以來的迷信與方術 by Prof. Liu T'sun-yan, Department of Chinese, The Australian National University.

"The Jews in Kaifeng: past and present" (with slides) by Mr. Chan Sai Jeung, District Officer, Sai Kung, Government of Hong Kong.

法國敦煌學研究近況 by Dr. Wu Chi Yu, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (jointly with the Department of Chinese, HKU.)
"Style of Chinese Algebra: First to thirteenth century" by Dr. Karine Chemla, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris.

"History and Literature" by Professor Tang Shen-chang, Deputy Director, Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences (jointly with the MA by Coursework in Chinese Historical Studies, Faculty of Arts)

"The development of Confucian spirituality" by Prof. Julia Ching, University of Toronto.

"Feng Bai as I knew him" by Brother Henry Pang, La Salle College, Hong Kong.

"The Sino-Japanese War of 563 AD - causes and consequences" by Mr. Joseph Wong, Research Officer, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

"The life and thought of Chen Yinke" 陳寅恪的生平行思想  "The Chinese Classics in the context of Confucianism" by Mr. Jin Ying-xi, Prof. of History, Jinan University, Guangzhou and Vice-President, Academy of Social Sciences of Guangdong.

"中古古典文学の宗教思想的形式" by Prof. P'eng Yi, Professor of Chinese, Department of Chinese Literature, National Taiwan University and Honorary Research Fellow, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

"Community Participation in Health Care: case studies in Hong Kong, the Philippines and Indonesia - conclusions of a thesis" by Ms. Susan B. Rifkin, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

"The element of dance in temple sculpture in South India" by Prof. K.V. Raman, Department of Archaeology, University of Madras & Visiting Professor, Tokyo University.

"Southeast Asian Language Typology" by Prof. Eugene Henderson, Emeritus Professor of Phonetics, University of London.

"Human ecology and agricultural systems in Southeast Asia" by Prof. Terry Rambo, East-West Center, University of Hawaii.

"The Peripatetic Peasant in Malaysia" by Dr. Paul H. Kratoska, School of Humanities, Universiti Sains Malaysia.

"Some aspects of the legal regulation of technology transfer in Hong Kong" by Mr. Michael D. Pendleton, School of Law, HKU. (Jointly with the Hong Kong Studies Seminar Programme.)

"Informal Colloquium on Minority-group problems in Thailand and Thai-Chinese relations" by Dr. M.R. Rajaya Abhakorn, Chairman, Department of History, Chiang Mai University.

"Contemporary Singapore in Historical Perspective" by Dr. C.M. Turnbull, Professor in the Department of History, HKU.

"The Hindu temple as a bridge between social tension zones: a case study" by Mrs. Rajeshwari Ghose, Research Associate, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

"China and Southeast Asia" by Prof. Kuei Mouhong, Department of International Politics, Beijing University and the Graduate School of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences; Senior Research Fellow, Institute of International Studies; Chief Editor, Journal of International Studies, Beijing (jointly with the Contemporary Chinese Studies Programme)

"The more it changes, the more it is the same thing - agriculture in Indochina since the mid-1970s" by Dr. R.D. Hill, Reader, Department of Geography and Geology, HKU.

South-east Asian Studies Seminar Programme

"Organization Structure in Chinese Business in Southeast Asia" Eleven scholars made short presentations of their ongoing research. Prof. D.S. Pugh, London Business School, was also present and gave some useful comments. This meeting was co-ordinated by Dr. S.G. Redding, Dept. of Extra Mural Studies, HKU.

"The State and the Economy in early twentieth century Siam" by Dr. Ian Brown, SOAS, London University.
"Basic Problems of Thailand's Development" by Dr. Hans U. Luther, Associate Professor of Development Economics, Thammasat University, Bangkok.

"The export trade sector of Singapore" by Dr. Roger Sandilands, Department of Economics and Statistics, National University of Singapore.

"The political demography of Family Planning in India" by Dr. Ronald Skeldon, Lecturer, Department of Geography & Geology, HKU.

"ASEAN Economic Co-operation: lessons for the Third World" by Dr. John Wong, Associate Professor of Economics, National University of Singapore.

Hong Kong Studies Seminar Programme

"Hong Kong and China: a political geographic approach" by Mr. Ian Kelly, School of General Studies, Tasmanian College, of Advanced Education (jointly with the Contemporary Chinese Studies Programme).

"Defending the Chinese Currency: the role of the Hongkong Bank, 1939-41" by Professor F.H.H. King, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU (jointly with the Contemporary Chinese Studies Programme).

"Lexical Borrowing from Chinese in Hong Kong English" by Mrs. Mimi Chan and Mrs. Helen Kwok, Department of English Studies and Comparative Literature, HKU.

"Hong Kong as an economic model for the great cities of China" by Dr. A. Donithorne, Department of Economics, The Australian National University (jointly with the Contemporary Chinese Studies Programme).

"The Hongkong Bank and the German question, 1865-1920" an informal presentation of the research report of Mr. David J.S. King, Researcher, Centre of Asian Studies & presently Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University, by Professor F.H.H. King, Professor of Economic History and Senior Research Fellow, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

"Food rules in the management of illness - a study of the Chinese in Hong Kong" (with a slide presentation) by Dr. Linda C. Koo, Department of Community Medicine, University of Hong Kong.

"Development of managerial resources in Hong Kong" by Professor Keith E. Thurley, Professor of Industrial Relations and Personnel Management, The London School of Economics and Political Science.

A seminar entitled, "Research Materials for Hong Kong Studies," was held in October, 1982 and co-ordinated by Mr. Peter Yeung of the Library, and Ms. Elizabeth Sinn of the Department of History.

"Reference and Research Material of the Information Services Department" by Mr. F. Bruce, Information Services Department, Hong Kong.

"Research Materials for Hong Kong Studies - Cartographic Materials" by Ms. Maria Chu, Department of Geography & Geology, University of Hong Kong.

"Facilities for Research in the Public Records Office of Hong Kong" by Mr. A.L. Diamond, Public Records Office, Hong Kong.

"Reference Materials for Hong Kong Studies: Research Materials for Village Studies" by Dr. D.H. Hase, Government Secretary, Hong Kong.

"Collecting Shop and Business Papers in Hong Kong" by Dr. James Hayes, Honorary Research Fellow, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

"Social Statistics in Hong Kong" by Mr. Joseph Lee, Assistant Commissioner, Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong.

"Remote Sensing Data for Geographic Research in Hong Kong" by Dr. C.P. Lo, Department of Geography & Geology, University of Hong Kong.

"Reference Materials for Hong Kong Studies: A Summary of Archaeological Materials Excavated in Hong Kong" by Mr. William Meacham, Research Associate, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.
"The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Group Archives"

"Hong Kong Economic Statistics"

"Reference Materials for Hong Kong Studies: History and Mitasues"

"Materials for Historical Research: Source Materials on the Tung Wah Hospital 1870-1941 The Case of A Historical Institution"

"Sociological Research on Hong Kong: A Discussion of Methods and Issues"

"Research Materials for Hong Kong Legal Studies"

"Research Materials for Communication Studies in Hong Kong"

"The Hung On-To Memorial Library: The Hong Kong Collection"

by Mr. S.W. Muirhead, Controller, Group Archives, Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, Hong Kong.

by Mr. Gordon K.L. Ng, Assistant Commissioner, Census and Statistics Department, University of Hong Kong.

by Mr. R.A. Rydings, Librarian, University of Hong Kong.

by Ms. Elizabeth Sinn, Department of History, University of Hong Kong.

by Dr. Harold H. Traver, Department of Sociology, University of Hong Kong.

by Dr. Peter Wesley-Smith, School of Law, University of Hong Kong.

by Dr. Joseph W.C. Wong, Department of Journalism and Communication, Chinese University of Hong Kong.

by Mr. Peter Yeung, Library, University of Hong Kong.

On April 15 and 16, 1983, a seminar, "Hong Kong: its people, traditions and culture," was co-ordinated by Dr. S.C. Fan, Department of Statistics, University of Hong Kong and Dr. K.C. Fok, Department of History, University of Hong Kong. The following papers were presented:

"The Lamb and the Dragon (Sino-Western Cross-Cultural Influences upon Hong Kong History)"

by Dr. Alan Birch, Department of History, HKU.

"Cognitive Play: Some Minor Rituals Among Hong Kong's Cantonese"

by Dr. Chiao Chien, Department of Anthropology, CUHK.

"Some Observations on Hong Kong's Population"

by Dr. S.C. Fan and Mr. Ivan S.L. Lee, Department of Statistics, HKU.

"The Village and the Village Scholar"

by Alice W.N. Lum-Ng, Department of History, CUNH and Dr. Patrick Hase, Government Secretariat, Hong Kong.

"Women Workers in Industry and the Hong Kong Government's Role: Past and Present Attitudes"

by Kr. Ng Sek-hong, Department of Management Studies, HKU.

"The Adaptation of the Protestant Church to a Chinese and Colonial Situation"

by Rev. Carl T. Smith, Chung Chi College, CUHK.

"Buddhist Tradition in Hong Kong"

by Rev. Thich Wing Ming, Po Ye Buddhist Mannya, Hong Kong.

"The Catholic Church and the Early Village Life in Hong Kong"

by Rev. Fr. Sergio Ticozzi, Catholic Diocese Centre, Hong Kong.

"Business Ideology of the Cotton Spinners in Hong Kong"

by Dr. Wong Blu-lun, Department of Sociology, HKU.

On February 17, 1984, another seminar entitled, "Hong Kong as a financial centre in a rapidly changing environment," was held. The co-ordinators were Mr. L.P. Goodstadt, Honorary Research Fellow, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, and Dr. Y.C. Jao, Chairman, Hong Kong Studies Seminar Programme, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

"Development in Hong Kong's Financial Markets"

by A.R. Latter, Deputy Secretary for Monetary Affairs, Hong Kong Government.

"Some Remarks on Mr. Greenwood's Proposals to Rescue the Hong Kong Dollar"

by Mr. D.K. Patel, Manager, Economic Research Department, The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation.

"The Gold Markets in the Far East"

by Mr. Robert Valentine, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Republic National Bank of New York.

"Flow of Funds and Other Aspects of Hong Kong's Banking System"

by Mr. James Lee, Economist, The Chartered Bank.

"Market Evidence on the Impact of the Interest Rate Agreement"

by Dr. Y.K. Ho, Lecturer in Economics, the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

"The Role of the DTCs in Hong Kong's Financial Community"

by Mr. A.H. Smith, Managing Director, Jardine Fleming Holding Ltd.
GENERAL SEMINARS

Seminars of general interest in Asian Studies were also held in 1982-84. These are listed below:

"India's Foreign Policy"
by Mr. J.N. Chaudhry, President, Devang Textiles (Pvt.) Ltd., Bombay.

"Macrobiontics: an oriental approach to the philosophy of life"
by Mr. Michio Kushi, East West Foundation and the Kushi Institute for Learning, Boston.

An Informal colloquium on U.S.-Asia's strategic relations
by Mr. John Yochelson, Georgetown Center for International Strategic Studies, Wash. D.C.

"Socialist Urbanization: the Chinese case"
by Prof. Enzo Mingione, Economic Sociology, University of Messina (jointly with the Centre of Urban Planning).

"The International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade and its Relevance to the ESCAP Region"
by Mr. Edward Van Roy, Officer-in-Charge, Development Planning Division, ESCAP, United Nations, Thailand.

"The Theory of Share Cropping and China's Agricultural Responsibility System"
by Mr. H. Yamamoto, Institute of Developing Economies, Tokyo and Centre of Asian Studies, HKU. (jointly with the Department of Economics, HKU)

"The Family in China, Japan and India: a comparative view"
by Prof. Francis L.K. Hsu, Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, Northwestern University, U.S.A.

"Buddhist Iconography"
by Professor David Waterhouse, Professor of East Asian Studies, University of Toronto.

"Life and death with the Hong Kong Bank, 1865-1914: a social history based on letters and diaries"
by Professor Frank H.H. King, Professor of Economic History & Senior Research Fellow, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong and Mrs. Catherine E. King, Editor, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

"Orientalism and China"
by Dr. John D. Young, Staff Tutor, Department of Extra Mural Studies, University of Hong Kong and Visiting Lecturer, Department of History, University of Melbourne, Australia.

"Foreign investment and technology transfer: the role of foreign investment in economic development, with special reference to Asia"
by Mr. Aidan Foster-Carter, Department of Sociology, University of Leeds.

"Socialist Development in North Korea"
by Dr. Denis F. Simon, Ford International Assistant Professor of Management, Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A.

"Recent Political Developments in the Philippines: The State of the Nation and the Political and Economic Scenarios Ahead"
by Mr. Jose Diokno, Formerly Senator and Secretary of Justice of the Philippines (jointly with the Asian Regional Exchange for New Alternatives)

"The Historical Interdependency between Central Asia and Asia: an Ecological Hypothesis"
by Dr. Luc Kwanten, Associate Professor, Center for Middle Eastern Studies, University of Chicago and CSSC Fellow, Academia Sinica, Taiwan.

"The concept of Human Rights in the Asian Region"
by Dr. Wolfgang Heinz, Chairperson of the Mandate Committee and Co-ordination Groups Section, Amnesty International, Federal Republic of Germany.

"關於韓國文字"
by Professor Jin Tae Ha, Director and Professor, Institute of Chinese, Yonsei University, South Korea.

A Regional Symposium was held during December 2 and 3, 1982, entitled, "Uses and Value of genealogies, gazetteers and biographies for the study of local history." This symposium was coordinated by Mr. T.W. Lin, Department of Chinese, HKU & Mr. Melvin Thatcher, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

"香港大學歷史檔案館所藏的族譜資料"
by Mr. F.Y.L. Ng, Assistant Librarian, University of Hong Kong.

"香港大學孔安達圖書館所藏的香港史資料"
by Mr. L.W.Y. Chor, Assistant Librarian, University of Hong Kong.
“香港中文大學所藏的香港文獻”
by Mrs. M.H. Lun-Ng, Lecturer, Department of History, Chinese University of Hong Kong.

“香港大學與家譜學會「合作計劃」的工作報告”
by Mr. K.K. Siu, Research Assistant, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

“廣州之橋按資料”
by Mr. Zhang Chao-xian, Director, Guangdong Provincial Archives Bureau, People’s Republic of China.

“台灣家譜資料蒐錄”
by Mr. Huang Han-chin, Genealogical Society of Utah, Taipei.

“大馬華族文獻史料的發掘及其利用”
by Dr. Tay Li-an, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur.

“從民族文化談族譜資料的應用價值”
by Mr. Lee Shih-haien, Local Historical Records Society of China, Taipei.

“清代玉牒初探”
by Mr. Qu Liu-sheng, First Historical Archives of China, Beijing, P.R.C.

“福建僑鄉族譜中有關南洋史的若干問題”
by Prof. Lin Jin-zhi, Xiamen University, Xiamen, People’s Republic of China.

“芝罘族系與該地主之關係”
by Dr. Chao Chen-chi, National Taiwan Institute of Technology, Taipei.

“族譜對現代人物研究的貢獻”
by Dr. L.Y. Chiu, Department of Chinese, University of Hong Kong.

“唐代安、康兩姓”
by Mr. C. Chang, Department of Chinese, University of Hong Kong.

“香港地區的族譜與方志中的‘粵’字”
by Mr. T.W. Lin, Department of Chinese, University of Hong Kong.

“趙反世家”：漢州佛口王氏系及其白蓮教信仰的傳承”
by Mr. B.M. Wang, Department of History, Chinese University of Hong Kong.

“論僅存海外的粵、閩、浙三省地方志”
by Prof. Sung Shee, Chinese Cultural University, Taipei.

“中國地方志及其利用價值”
by Prof. Liu Peng-han, Institute of Modern History, Central Research Institute, Taipei.

“香港地區的碑銘研究”
by Mrs. N.H. Lun Ng, Department of History, and Dr. B.H.K. Lok, School of Education, Chinese University of Hong Kong.

“香港地區的社石”
by Dr. C. Chiao, Department of Anthropology, Chinese University of Hong Kong.

The Centre of Asian Studies also held a public lecture:
“Experience of expatriate wives in Hong Kong”
by Dr. M.M. McCoy, Department of Psychology, University of Hong Kong.

CONFERENCES

The academic years 1982-84 also saw two international conferences, one symposium and one workshop:

(i) “The Palaeoenvironment of East Asia from the Mid-Tertiary”
Chairman: Professor Robert Orr Whyte, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.
Conference Secretary: Mr. Joseph Wong, Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

This conference held in association with the International Union of Quaternary Research was the first of its kind, bringing together 60 experts from various parts of the globe. Five participants came from the U.S.A., one from Canada, three from France, two from West Germany, two from the U.K., one from Australia, two from Korea, four from Japan and fourteen from the People's Republic of China. The remaining participants were from one of the two Universities of Hong Kong, members of the Geological Society of Hong Kong and representatives from the Hong Kong Government.

Forty-seven presentations were made in five sessions entitled, (i) Geology, Tectonics, Orogeny and Geomorphology, (ii) Palaeoclimates and the Evolution of Modern Climate, (iii) Palaeobotany, Palynology and the Evolution of Vegetation, (iv) Palaeontology and the Evolution of Faunas,
and (v) Physical and Biological Environments in which Man emerged.

The conference participants were pleased with the proceedings and the opportunity to continue discussions informally with their colleagues from overseas. It was decided at the end of the conference to publish the papers presented with some revisions. The idea of "An East Asian and Tertiary-Quaternary Newsletter" to be distributed worldwide has also materialized from this conference. The newsletter will be coordinated by Professor R.O. Whyte from here and Dr. Catherine Badgley of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

(ii) "Development and Distribution in China"
Conference Secretary: Ms. Billie L.C. Lo, Centre of Asian Studies, HKU.

This conference, jointly organized by the Centre of Asian Studies and the Goethe Institut was also an international conference, with four participants from the United States, two from the United Kingdom, two from Canada, four from Germany, one from the People's Republic of China and twenty-two participants from the two universities of Hong Kong.

Altogether, sixteen presentations were made in four sessions: (1) Patterns and Determinants of Income Distribution, (2) Regional and Urban Development, (3) Rural Development and (4) Political and Legal Framework. Each presentation was followed by comments from a designated discussant, and then comments from the floor were invited. Much beneficial scholarly exchange ensued from this.

Selected papers presented at this conference are being prepared for publication.

(iii) "Population policies in Asian countries - contemporary targets, measures and effects"
Chairman: Professor V. Schubnell
Secretary: Dr. Susan B. Rifkin

The symposium was attended by over 60 participants, 23 of whom were from Hong Kong. The local participants were from the two universities, the Family Planning Association of Hong Kong and the Department of Census and Statistics, Government of Hong Kong. The remaining participants came from 17 overseas countries - Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, China, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Switzerland, Thailand and the United States of America. These participants represented government and non-government population and family planning institutes and health organizations, as well as academic institutions.

Eleven country presentations were presented pertinent to the main theme of the symposium. Another 18 papers were presented on the special topics of population development and growth, health and mortality and the integration of family planning in the health service system, migration, population projections and population growth, socio-economic development, stability of population and population control, knowledge, attitude and practice, population policy and family/household and society, and on the role of women in population and development in Asian countries.

The symposium was co-sponsored by the Drahger Foundation, West Germany, the Donner Canadian Foundation and Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong.

The papers presented at this symposium have been published jointly by the Centre of Asian Studies and the Drahger Foundation.

(iv) Workshop on the Special Economic Zones of China
Continuing from previous years, there was a great deal of interest in China's Special Economic Zones. A workshop on the Special Economic Zones in China was held in Zhuhai in June 1984. The Workshop was attended by representatives from the two universities in Hong Kong, New South Wales University in Australia, Jinan and Zhongshan Universities in Guangzhou, Shenzhen University, Guangdong provincial Academy of Social Sciences and Guangdong branch office of the People's Bank.

Various issues of development problems of Shenzhen in particular and the Chinese policy of Special Economic Zones in general, were discussed at the Workshop. More specifically, the following topics aroused great interest among the representatives: pricing reform in Shenzhen; the issue of Special Economic Zone currency that is intended to be convertible; the legal relationship between Shenzhen local government and central departments; banking reform in Shenzhen and future coordination between Special Economic Zones and the recently opened coastal cities.

BROWN BAG LUNCH-TIME COLLOQUIUMS

From January 1984, the CAS started a series of colloquia every other week at lunch time, to provide an informal forum for CAS Scholars and Centre Fellows to present research in progress, receive feedback on their work, and learn about the work their colleagues are engaged in. Thirteen such sessions were held in the period from January to June 1984.

Susan B. Rifkin, "Using Community Diagnosis for Improving Mother & Child care services"

E.K.Y. Chen, "The Newly Industrializing Countries of Asia"
"Developments in Sino-Soviet Relations" by Robert Scalapino, Professor of Government and Director of the Institute of East Asian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley.

"India's Foreign Policy: China and East Asia" by Mr. K. Subrahmanyam, Director, Institute for Defence Studies and Analysis, New Delhi.

Moderator: Dr. Daniel Tse, President, HK Baptist College.

"Sino-Japanese Relations in light of the recent Hu Yaobang visit to China" by Mr. Hiroaki Fujii, Consul-General of Japan in Hong Kong.

"United States-China Relations: after the Zhao visit, before the Reagan visit" by Dr. Richard Solomon, Head of the Social Sciences Department at the Rand Corporation.

"The prospects of Hong Kong's Industrial Development" by Mr. S.K. Chan, Executive Director of the Hong Kong Productivity Centre and Mr. Kayser Sung, Founder-Editor of Textile Asia.


OTHER ACTIVITIES

Exchanges on an academic level continued with various institutions in China. In February 1983, CAS was visited by a delegation from the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology, Beijing. Several visiting Professors and scholars from the Mainland visited the Centre, and presented seminars and lectures here.

The Centre is collecting materials of importance in the cultural history of Guangdong. This archival collection consists mainly of folk literature and other popular materials. The Centre has so far acquired 'wooden fish books', 'nam yam', ballad, song and puppet theatre, Chinese Medicine, mediumship and Pung-shui books. Several books in these categories were added to the collection during 1982-84.

In collaboration with the Genealogical Society of Utah, the Centre has also acquired several clan genealogies of Hong Kong and Macau. This collection which is housed in the Pung Ping Shan Library, is a valuable supplement to the Guangdong archives.

The Centre also has collections of slides on the Lingnan School of

Painting and on Guangdong paintings, films of anthropological interest in Hong Kong, and tapes of Nan-yin Cantonese Narrative Songs. These are available on loan for educational purposes. It is hoped that the Centre will be able to expand these audio-visual collections in the forthcoming years.

A small library consisting mainly of materials on Contemporary China is operated by the Centre. This library is open for consultation by University staff and students, and accredited visitors. The collection housed in this library supplements other such collections in Hong Kong, such as that at the Universities Service Center and the University of Hong Kong Main Library.

A data-bank on various aspects of China is being prepared by the Centre. The data-bank aims to provide a guide to both primary and secondary sources on Chinese politics, ideology, education, economy, agriculture, industry and health care. It will be available to all accredited scholars.

PUBLICATIONS

A. Occasional papers and Monograph series (ISSN: 0378-2689)

This series is designed primarily to enable the results of Centre sponsored research and seminars to be more widely disseminated in as immediate a way as possible. It attempts to ensure that the scholarly community overseas is aware of the important work being done in the University of Hong Kong in the field of Asian Studies.

B. Bibliographies and Research Guides (ISSN: 0378-2689)

There is no 'national' system of bibliographical control of Hong Kong materials, and the Centre is attempting, in a modest way, to fill this gap. The series of research guides and bibliographies is designed to facilitate research, make known research materials available in Hong Kong, and generally to provide tools for scholars in the broader area of Asian Studies. The work of collection, collation, design, editing etc. is undertaken in the Centre of Asian Studies as a service to the scholarly community. In many cases Centre Fellows are involved, and the work may arise initially from their research interests.

The following books were published by the Centre of Asian Studies during 1982-84:

The Making of the Hong Kong Administrative Class, by Miron Mushkat, x + 83pp., 1982.
The Editors of the Journal for the 1982-84 period were:

Editors: Dr. L.Y. Chiu, Dr. C.K. Leung
Associate Editors: Dr. Y.C. Jao, Mr. D.A. Levin
Book Review Editors: Dr. P.L. Chan, Dr. R.K.I. Quested, Professor C.M. Turnbull

Volume 19 of the Journal appeared in the period being reported. Details are given below:


A complete list of the Centre of Asian Studies publications is appended. Standing orders are accepted.

C. Journal of Oriental Studies (ISSN: 0022-331X)

Commemorating with the volume for 1980 the Centre assumed the responsibility of publishing the Journal of Oriental Studies instead of the Hong Kong University Press which had done so for many years past. The scope of the Journal is described below:

"The area of coverage of the Journal includes China, Japan, Korea and Southeast Asia; the subject matter includes both traditional and contemporary issues in history, geography, fine arts, language, literature, philosophy, law, architecture, archaeology, economics, political science, sociology and anthropology."

The Journal is published biannually. Contributions from overseas and Hong Kong are welcomed. Commencing with the 1981 volume, one issue of the Journal is exclusively in Chinese and the other exclusively in English.
# CENTRE OF ASIAN STUDIES PUBLICATIONS

## A. Occasional Papers and Monographs (ISSN 0378-2689)

**General Editor:** Frank H.H. King

- **Jen Yu-wen** and **Sue Lindsay Ride,** *Sun Tzu-stein: Two Commemorative Essays.* (31 pp.) 1970. HK$15.00.
- **K.N. Vaid,** *Overseas Indian Community in Hong Kong.* (108 pp.) 1972. HK$16.50.
- **黄中穎**, *高郵吳氏論集.*
- **David Chaney** and **David Pesticote,** *Young Adults in Hong Kong: Attitudes in a Modernising Society.* (206 pp.) 1973. HK$12.00.
- **汪立盛**, *清代中葉詩壇的檢討.*
- **John Wong**, *黃兆業,* *Young Adults in Hong Kong: Attitudes in a Modernising Society.* (206 pp.) 1973. HK$12.00.
- **G.C.P. Raches,** *Community Development in Hong Kong: Saw Moi Ping, a Case Study.* (77 pp.) 1973.
- **T.G. McGee,** *Hawkers in Hong Kong: A Study of Planning and Policy in a Third World City.* (44 pp., plates and maps) 1974. HK$40.00.
- **Fok Chan Yuan-yuen** (郭漢年), *A Perceptual Study of Tastes in Cantonese.* (197 pp., tables and figures) 1975. HK$13.50.
- **金密織**, *毛泽东思想的内容与形式.*
- **I.C. Jarvis,** *Window on Hong Kong: A Sociological Study of the Hong Kong Film Industry and its Audience.* (223 pp., tables and plates) 1977. HK$53.50.


## 27. Raymond S.W. Hsu, *The Style of Lu Hsin: Vocabulary and Usage.* (430 pp., tables, figures) 1979. HK$75.00.


## 35. 黃玉華,** 香港的動盪．香港的變革．香港的未來 ** (136 pp.) 1979. HK$40.00.


---

**General Editor:** Edward K.Y. Chen